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About This Game

Classic gameplay. New experience.
Panzer Corps Wehrmacht is the award-winning turn-based strategy game that the press has called “…nothing short of brilliant”

and “the spiritual successor to the Panzer General series”, with high rankings and praise around the world. Brought to fruition by
a team of experts and a community of hundreds of fans, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht has evolved into the ultimate strategy

classic that will find a home on any wargamer’s shelf!

Set in World War II, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht puts players in the general’s tent in charge of the Axis armies, across 26
scenarios in one large campaign tree, carrying core forces through the war. This core force can gain experience and upgrade to
new weaponry as it becomes available. With over 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes there is a huge amount to explore.

Make use of your unit’s strengths and your enemy’s weaknesses and seize victory.

Looking for a more ‘human’ challenge? Panzer Corps’ multiplayer is deservedly popular, with thousands of games running on
the server at any given time. Find an opponent online quickly and easily throughout the world with Slitherine’s award-winning
PBEM++ asynchronous multiplayer system. Play historical battles or balanced scenarios created specifically for multiplayer,

where both sides have equal chances to win. Panzer Corps supports cross platform multiplayer, so you can even battle owners of
the iPad version of the game!

Developed by Flashback Games and The Lordz Games Studio, Panzer Corps - Wehrmacht replicates a classic wargame and
upgrades it to 21st century standards for a new generation of wargamers.
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Main Features
• 800 unit types, divided into 20 unit classes with 20 detailed parameters to identify unit’s abilities, 24 terrain types affecting

gameplay in various ways. Panzer Corps will celebrate the glory days of strategy gaming with the aim of attracting new players
to the genre;

• Campaign: all 26 scenarios are combined into a large campaign tree with several entry points at various stages of the war.
Depending on the outcome of each battle (decisive victory, marginal victory or defeat), the player will be faced with different

challenges and a progress along different parts of the campaign tree;
• More than 30 nations represented in the game: Germany, Italy, Poland, France, Great Britain, USA, USSR, Norway, Belgium,

Netherlands, Albania, Romania, Greece and more.
• Core units that travel with you throughout the campaign gaining experience and that can be upgraded as new weapon

technologies become available.

Additional content
For players who enjoy the game, there is a lot of quality content which will keep them busy for months.

The Grand Campaign consists of 10 campaigns that bolt together to create a staggering 150 scenario Grand Campaign which
cover the entire war from 1939 to 1945 in great detail. You can play them all linked together or each as a standalone campaign.

The Afrika Korps expansion consists of 24 scenarios, new terrain and units and explores Rommel’s North Africa campaign.

Panzer Corps: Allied Corps is an expansion for Panzer Corps. Allied Corps includes more than 25 new scenarios, over 50 new
regular and special elite units, and modified version of existing units to cover the entire war in detail from the Western Allies

perspective.

And if this is not enough, Panzer Corps comes with a bunch of modding options and a powerful editor (PC only), and there are
dozens of free user-made campaigns readily available for download from the Internet.

All Panzer Corps content is also available on iPad, so this strategy gem can be played everywhere!

Reviews
96% - GamersHall.de

Panzer Corps is a solid and loving overhaul of the classic Panzer General. Technical implementation and graphic design leave
little room for any criticism.

93% - GamerTell.com
Easy to learn, simple interface, hard to stop playing once you start, you don't have to be a serious wargamer to appreciate.

9/10 - CPU Gamer
When it comes to being Panzer General, Panzer Corps beats the pants off the competition.

90% - Armchair General
Overall, PanzerCorps is one of the best “beer and pretzels” turn based wargame releases in years. The game is very polished and

stable. It is fun to play.

90% - PelipPlaneeta.net
...nothing short of brilliant.

9/10 - RTSguru
This was seriously one of the best games that we have ever played. If you do not pick this up, you are missing out.

9/10 - Onet.pl
If one asked how would Panzer General be like if it was released today? The answer is simple - it would be Panzer Corps.

9/10 - EntDepot
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Panzer Corps has me dreaming in hexagons nowadays.

A- - GameShark.com
Now that the official review is complete, if this were any other game it would go on the shelf next to other games that have been

“finished” but I have every intention of firing it up again.ລ
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Title: Panzer Corps
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Flashback Games, The Lordz Games Studio
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64Mb Video Card

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: If you use a newer OS than Windows XP, you will need at least 2 GB of RAM

English,German,Russian,French
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BIT.TRIP.CORE Soundtrack is the soundtrack to BIT.TRIP CORE, the second game in the BIT.TRIP series. It can be sampled
prior to purchase at the developer's Bandcamp page: http:\/\/gaijingames.bandcamp.com\/album\/bit-trip-core-original-
soundtrack

Like the other BIT.TRIP games, the soundtrack is a little lesser than it otherwise could have been, because the "melody" of the
songs is generated through player actions, and not included in the tracks. That being said, I found these songs to be very nice to
listen to, even without the beat noises.

Similar to the other BIT.TRIP soundtracks, half of the tracks are very short - the noises for completing or failing a level, etc, so
there's only five "full" tracks on the album. I recommend looking at the price accordingly.. The one word that kept bubbling up
to the surface of my mind when attempting to evaluate this game is "charming". There's a lot to nitpick about if you insist, sure.
It's simple, it's repetitive, the graphics are mediocre at best and so is the story.

But... but it just works. The humor is decent (debatable), the music is great and the game is a lot of fun. The achievements are
easy to 100% and enjoyable - very admirable. I admit I'd feel somewhat ripped off had I paid the full asking price. But at a
discount it's a good purchase.. Fun, smooth game. The other person mentioned that sometimes the dice glitch and stick on top of
each other, my VERY FIRST roll did that! It gives you a free roll, it doesn't hurt you. It's kind of plug and play, no tutorial or
anything. Worth the five bucks if you like playing yahtzee, and love solotaire type time wasters.. Not enjoyable at all. I started
off with a couple of grand from the local loan shark. After some careful investments, I had enough money to pay him back, but
I also had enough money to buy a gun and hire someone to watch my back, so I just killed him instead. Eventually, I was kitted
up like a soldier and dealing more product than a Columbian drug cartel, with no one able to stop me.

After a few hours of this, I went home and started playing The Dope Game. It was good.
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Loaded a game instead of saving a game. 10/10 would mess up again.. I really enjoyed this game until it bugged out toward the
end. Any character doing any gatherering just kept working at the node over and over and never delivered anything to the
warehouse unless manually moved to it and then moved back to work the node...every. single. time. I couldn't finish the game
because it's really not worth playing in that condition; it's tedious, boring and incredibly irritating. If the bug were to be fixed
(which, according to the sources I've checked, it's been in existence and been reported for two years so I doubt it ever will be)
I'd highly recommend as a cute, relaxing game, but until that happens, it's just enormously disappointing.. Buy it for the Super-
Souls or not at all. Won't recommend buying it unless the price drops to $3 at MOST.. NO no NOOO, what the hell have you
done to this game?, just 30 seconds in the start and i regret buying. the graphics are bugged, some of the characters dont have
animiations, some are have audio but have no animations. i know the original game didnt have the highest graphics, but in this,
wow its eye cancer, how can you screw up a game like this, i'm glad i still have the CD version.
if you dont have the CD version, buy that instead, not this.. Just skip the tutorial and dive into the battle, it's intuitive anyway.
Lose a couple of times to get how it works. That's it.

Overall it's fun, so I can recommend it.. Listen to the 8 girls' problems to help them overcome it.

12/10 would protect Karen again.. Don't buy this.
1st, let me say that if you're looking for another XCom style game, this isn't it.

Buggy missions make it extremely easy to break your game completely if you miss a capture mission.
I wiped out one of the factions completely before getting a key capture mission for research later on.

non-intuitive tech tree navigation. You have to guess what you need, in what order, with NO IDEA what it will unlock.
the NPC's in the base NEVER EVER SHUT THE HELL UP!!!!
And it's even worse on missions.
After 2 hours, I played the entire rest of my 50.8 hours with the headphones off.
Squad member nametags are always in the way when you're on a mission.
horrible camera control/angle - FPS style view is a joke, don't even bother with it.

And there will come a point, if you're a masochist and buy this even though i'm telling you not to, where you'll be left wondering
WTF do I do?
*hint* make sure you do the 2 moon missions, and click the Laputian's in diplomacy and request supplies/reinforcements.
and you'll have to check that alot.

January 1 2019 Road Redemption Update!:
Changelog:

 Improved system for maintaining populated servers in the online multiplayer mode

Happy New Year!. THE LIGHT KEEPS US SAFE - New Big Robot game coming in October 2018!:
THE LIGHT KEEPS US SAFE is a stealth and survival game from Big Robot Ltd, and it's coming in October 2018!

Watch the trailer!

The sky has flickered and gone out. Only The Light can keep us safe.

You can't stay down there in the depths of the bunker. The food is gone and the power can't last much longer, either. Those things
out there in the dark will only take so long to find their way in... It's time to go outside and face what's waiting for you out there.
Maybe then you can go into The Light, like the others.

THE LIGHT KEEPS US SAFE is a procedurally-generated apocalypse in which only The Light can save us. Use stealth and
evasion to avoid terrifying machines that patrol the desolate world, and employ the powers of Light to unpick their deadly traps.

Featuring these terrifying and entertainingly bleak things:
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Unique light-based interactions and challenges!

A sprawling world of stealth, survival, and exploration from the makers of SIR, YOU ARE BEING HUNTED and THE
SIGNAL FROM TÖLVA.

Horrifying and aggressive alien-machine enemies!

Fiendish traps and disturbing hostile environments.

A procedurally-generated environment, different for each playthrough.

A grim sense of existential threat (because we're good at that sort of thing...)

No crafting though, because we find that a bit dull tbh. Sorry!

A tremendous sense of satisfaction in overcoming certain doom. You want that feeling, don't you? It's a good feeling.

Wishlist for a warm glow and regular updates!. Sales of the week !:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918140/Hack_the_Core/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018980/VKT_Prime_System_Crash/

+ some dlc
https://store.steampowered.com/dlc/918140/Hack_the_Core/
https://store.steampowered.com/dlc/1018980/VKT_Prime_System_Crash/

Enjoy.

I’m also working on a new project.
Diana, Iliana, Victoria and Alissa are space mercenaries.
Join them in “Divine D.I.V.A.”, an sci-fi story with choices and 4 endings (3 early/bad, 1 good).
Coming on Steam in mid or end May.
. Beta 6 Delayed Until October 1st:
Hey everyone, I apologize for the delay of version Beta 6. We've decided to roll a few more things into it before releasing,
rather than put off those features until Beta 7. We hope you'll find the delay worth it!. SnakEscape: Plus is here!:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/698140/SnakEscape_Plus. Postponed Release Date:
Although Be The Hero was originally scheduled to be released via Steam on 11/24, we have decided to postpone the release.

Our original plan was to give Early Access to players and adjust the game according to feedback for the full version. However,
we realized that it would be quite difficult and inefficient to fix the game that way if it's already at the stage of Early Access.
We want this game to be fun and exciting for the player, and we can't do that unless we listen to what everyone wants!

So instead, we will be releasing what used to be "Early Access" version of the game as a "Prototype" in December. We will
make another announcement once the prototype is available, so we hope you will try it out and let us know your thoughts!
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Thank You!
EXPVR Team. Patch 0.2.2j:
While we continue working on the skills for 0.2.3, we figured we'd ship out a patch with some bug fixes:

 You can now spawn firewood with Crafting. Use Flint to light it on fire, and you can then cook food on them, and those
around the fireplaces receives various buffs depending on the tier of the fireplace.

 Fixed bug where if you entered combat with no weapon on, you get stuck and combat stopped.

 There is now a visual difference on the icons for the arch angel wings in the Crumbs shop.

 Removed PvP information when leaving Brightwyn Forest.

. Build v.1.20.1827:
Main branch has now been updated with changes tested on beta branch, so here be patch notes:

All game versions:
- 2H Hammers cost only 1 research point,
- 2H Hammers do a bit more damage,
- 2H Axes do a bit more damage,
- All resources in Straw tree cost only 1 point to unlock,
- Within the village's gathering area, movement cost is lowered to 1 for player expeditions. This area grows if there is a Blessed
Path building in the village,
- Changes to calculations for death chance in Bloodbath mode,
- Fixed a dwarf model not being shown on the map,
- Fixed text on an inventory item that would overflow its textfield if it was too long.
- Events fixes.

Story Bundle:
- Events fixes.

MultiPrayer:
- Ability to select server location for connection by name [layout needs to be improved though]
- More messages informing why connection failed for connection by name,
- Improved attraction rates for children to slightly counter the more difficult starting conditions (closer to higher level areas,
with smaller population and with no children)
- Improved attraction rates in SNAIL MODE,
- End turn can be "undone" as long as the other player has not finished their turn [needs new artwork]. ✻✼✽✾❇❈❉❊❋ Happy
Easter! ❋❊❉❈❇✾✽✼✻:
Easter is a time for thinking of those who are a special part of our lives and have a special place in our hearts.
They say that with the spring sunrise on Easter morning comes love, happiness and joy, so we wanted to wish You that all those
things.
Stop by your home, stay there and try our Easter games that we have prepared for You!)
Happy Easter!

aMAZE Easter
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Chocolate makes you happy: Easter

You can also purchase our game bundles with a very good discount!)

Bundles with discount:. Meet the Waifus! First up Iromi!:
Hey all,
We will be releasing small introductions to each of our waifus in the game. We hope you enjoy reading about them and getting
to know them better.

Meet Iromi
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